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Abstract

An experiment was conducted in the Icing
Research Tunnel (IRT) at NASA Glenn Research
Center to obtain castings of ice accretions formed
on a 28o swept GLC-305 airfoil that is
representative of a modern business aircraft wing.
Because of the complexity of the casting process,
the airfoil was designed with three removable
leading edges covering the whole span.  Ice
accretions were obtained at six icing conditions.
After the ice was accreted, the leading edges were
detached from the airfoil and moved to a cold
room.  Molds of the ice accretions were obtained,
and from them, urethane castings were fabricated.
This experiment is the icing test of a two-part
experiment to study the aerodynamic effects of ice
accretions.

Introduction

The experiment is part of a program by the Federal
Aviation Administration, Wichita State University,
and NASA (FAA/WSU/NASA) to study the
aerodynamic effects of 3D ice accretions. The
objective is to develop an experimental database
of ice accretion effects on the aerodynamic
performance of finite swept wings.  This work is
needed because there is no publicly available,
reference-quality database to provide an
understanding of ice contamination effects for 3D
ice accretions.  This research will provide
information on the nature of 3D versus 2D ice
accretions and help regulatory authorities in
determining compliance issues.

This report presents the results of an experimental
investigation conducted in the Icing Research
Tunnel at NASA Glenn Research Center to obtain
castings of ice accretions formed on a swept GLC-
305 airfoil1. The experiment is the first part (icing

test) of a two-part experiment to study the
aerodynamic effects of 3D ice accretions.
 A 28o swept GLC-305 airfoil was designed and
fabricated. Its geometry is representative of a
modern business aircraft wing.  The airfoil was
designed with three removable leading edges that
together covered the full span of the airfoil.  The
airfoil was installed in the IRT and ice accretions
were obtained at six icing conditions.  The
conditions were chosen to obtain ice accretions
that were representative of the main types that
have been observed in previous studies2,3,4 of ice
accretions on swept wings.  The ice accretions
were documented photographically and tracings of
the ice shapes were obtained at three locations.  At
each icing condition the leading edges with the ice
accretions were detached from the airfoil and
moved to a cold room adjacent to the tunnel. For
each ice accretion, a mold was made in the cold
room.  At a later date a urethane casting was
obtained.

The castings and the airfoil will be used for the
second part of the experiment: aerodynamic
performance measurements to be conducted at the
Wichita State University (WSU) Beach Wind
Tunnel in the spring of 2002.

Experimental Procedure

Icing Research Tunnel

Figure 1 shows the Icing Research Tunnel.  The
IRT is a closed-loop refrigerated wind tunnel with a
test section 6 feet (1.8 meters) high, 9 feet (2.7
meters) wide and 20 feet (6.0 meters) long.  The
total air temperature in the test section can be
varied between –20 oF (-30 oC) and +33 oF (+1 oC)
within ±1 oF (±0.5 oC).  Velocities up to 390 mph
(174 m/s) can be obtained.  A spray system allows
control of the liquid water content (LWC) between
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nozzles provide droplet median volume diameters
(MVD) from 15 to 40 Pm.

Model

A GLC-305 swept airfoil was designed and built at
WSU.  Aerodynamic considerations and facility
size limitations determined the overall size and
geometry of the airfoil (figure 2).  The airfoil has a
constant GLC-305 section from root to tip, 28o

leading edge sweep, 5 foot semispan, aspect ratio
of 6.80, taper ratio of 0.4, and geometric twist of 0o

at the root and –4o at the tip.  The chord measures
25.2 inches at the root, and 10.08 inches at the tip.
It is instrumented with 205 pressure ports
distributed chordwise at 5 spanwise locations.

The casting procedure was limited to 25 inches
maximum length per mold along the span of the
airfoil.  For this reason the airfoil needed to be
designed and built with three removable leading
edges (figure 3) that together covered the whole
span of the airfoil.  The removable leading edges
were labeled Top, Middle and Bottom.  The Top
removable leading edge was the one at the tip of
the airfoil, and the Bottom removable leading edge
was at the root of the airfoil.

Because of the size of the airfoil with respect to the
test section in the IRT, and the need to obtain the
ice accretions where the icing cloud in the tunnel is
uniform, the airfoil was designed to be placed in
two positions in the tunnel: a low and a high
position.  In the low position (figure 3) the ice
accretion on the removable leading edge near the
tip was located at the optimal area of the icing
cloud.  In the high position (figure 4) the leading
edges near the root of the airfoil and in the middle
were located in the optimal area of the icing cloud.

Two icing runs at each icing condition were needed
to obtain one complete ice accretion on the total
span of the airfoil.  The first run with the airfoil in
the low position provided the ice accretion on the
removable leading edge near the tip.  In this
position the ice accretions on the Middle and
Bottom leading edges were not used.  A second
run with the airfoil in the high position provided the
ice accretion on the removable leading edges at
the root and the middle of the airfoil.  In this
position the ice accretion on the leading edge near
the tip was not used.  From the two airfoil positions
(at a given icing condition) three removable leading
edges with ice accretions were obtained and used
to make a set of three molds, and later a set of
three castings. Each icing condition resulted in a

set of three castings representing the ice accretion
along the whole span.  Ultimately, six sets of
castings were obtained during the test (one set for
each of the six icing conditions) for a total of 18
castings.

Test Procedure to Obtain the Ice Accretions

At the start of each run, the tunnel was brought to
the target velocity and total temperature, then the
tunnel spray system was started.  During the run
the tunnel parameters were recorded using the
NASA-Glenn Escort data acquisition system.
Once the target ice accretion time was reached,
the spray system was shut off, and the tunnel was
brought to idle.  After entering the tunnel,
photographic data were taken with a 35-mm
camera following a predetermined sequence and
location for the pictures.  Cuts were then made on
the ice accretion using a heated aluminum block to
prepare the leading edges for removal and for
pencil tracing. When the airfoil was placed in the
low position only one cut (perpendicular to the
leading edge) was needed, at the location where
the Top and the Middle leading edges join.  When
the airfoil was placed in the high position three cuts
were needed: one at the intersection where the
Top and Middle leading edges join, another at the
location where the Middle and Bottom leading
edges join, and one at the lower part of the Bottom
leading edge.  The first two cuts were made
perpendicular to the leading edge.  The last one
was parallel to the flow direction (streamwise
direction) because it was located at the exact root
of the airfoil.  At each cut, a pencil tracing of the ice
shape was made on a cardboard template.  After
the tracings were done, the leading edges were
detached from the airfoil and moved to the cold
room adjacent to the tunnel to begin the casting
process.

The Casting Process

The casting process involved two steps: the
making of the mold, and the making of the actual
casting.

The process started when the leading edge was
removed and taken to the cold room.  The leading
edge was placed inside a wood box (figure 5).  To
properly attach the leading edge to the box without
damaging the ice accretion, the top and one side of
the box were removed.  Once the leading edge
was attached to the inside of the box, the removed
side of the box was reinstalled.  The box was left
open at the top for pouring in the mold material.
Styrofoam pieces were placed around the ice

0.2 to 3.0 grams per cubic meter.  The spray
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accretion, without touching it, to reduce the
quantity of mold material needed.

Preparation of the Dow Corning 3110 RTV mold
material started before the tunnel runs.  Dow 3110
was poured in containers and mixed with Dow
Corning 200, 20 centistokes, at 10% of the Dow
3110 by weight.  Each container was de-gassed for
30 minutes or more in a bell jar and then placed in
a freezer.   When the leading edge was ready
inside the box, a container with Dow 3110 was
removed from the freezer and Dow Corning No. 4
catalyst was added, at a 1/125 ratio of the Dow
3110 by weight.  After mixing, it was de-gassed in
the bell jar for 5 minutes, moved to the cold room
and poured into the box containing the leading
edge with the ice accretion.  The mold was left to
cure overnight.  In the morning the mold was
separated from the leading edge.

Once the molds were finished, they were moved to
the Model Shop of NASA Glenn Research Center
where the castings were made.  To make a
casting, each mold was placed inside the same
box used to make it.  The leading edge that was
used to make the mold was placed in the same
position as when the mold was made.  A
separation distance was left between the leading
edge and the mold to create a thin wall for the
casting.  A polyurethane elastomer, Ciba-Geigy RP
6430, was poured in and left to cure.  After curing,
the leading edge was separated from the casting,
and the mold material was removed from around
the casting.

Figure 6 shows a close-up picture of the casting
obtained from the ice accretion shown in figure 23.
Comparison of the two figures indicates the detail
captured with the casting process.

Test Matrix for Icing Runs

Table 1 lists the six icing conditions chosen to
obtain ice accretions representative of the main
types observed on swept wings.  Table 2 lists all of
the runs done in the IRT to obtain ice accretions for
the Top, Middle, and Bottom leading edges at each
one of the six icing conditions.

Results and Discussion

Icing Condition 1: Complete Scallop Condition
DDDD = 4o, V = 250 mph, T total = 25 oF, LWC = 0.68
g/m 3, MVD = 20 PPPPm, WWWW = 10 minutes

At this glaze ice condition the ice accretion on the
Top leading edge (figure 7) shows well-defined
scallop tips beginning at the attachment line.  The
space between the scallop tips shows some
accumulation of ice.  The scallop tips are covered
with roughness elements.  A side view of the ice
accretion (figure 8) shows the feather formation of the
scallop tips. Figure 9 shows an overall view of the ice
accretion obtained at the Top removable leading
edge.  Figure 10 shows a front view and a side view
of the casting from the ice accretion on the Top
removable leading edge.  The side view is of the
pressure side of the airfoil. The casting shows how
the ice accretion increases in size away from the tip
of the airfoil.  The ice accretions for the Middle and
Bottom leading edges show the same characteristics
as the one for the Top leading edge.

 Icing Condition 2: Incomplete Scallop
Condition DDDD = 4o, V = 150 mph, T total = 25 oF, LWC
= 0.65 g/m 3, MVD = 20 PPPPm, WWWW = 10 minutes

At this glaze ice condition the ice accretion on the
Bottom leading edge (figure 11) shows scallop tips
beginning at a given distance from the attachment
line.  The ice accretion is a typical incomplete scallop.
A side view of the ice accretion (figure 12) on the
suction side of the airfoil shows the scallop tips and
their feather structure.    The ice accretions for the
Top and Middle leading edges show the same
characteristics.  Figure 13 shows an overall view of
the ice accretion obtained at the Bottom leading
edge.  Figure 14 shows a front view and a side view
of the corresponding casting from the ice accretion
on the Bottom leading edge.  The side view is of the
pressure side of the airfoil.

Icing Condition 3: Scaled Condition DDDD = 6o, V =
201.3 mph, T total = 11.7 oF, LWC = 0.51 g/m 3, MVD
= 14.5 PPPPm, WWWW = 5 minutes

This icing condition was obtained by scaling a
reference icing condition5 that had been tested on a
2D GLC-305 (chord = 3 feet) in the Low-Turbulence
Pressure Tunnel (LTPT) at NASA Langley Research
Center6.  The scaled reference condition was: AOA =
6o, Velocity = 201.3 mph, Total temperature = 11.7 oF,
LWC = 0.40 g/m3, MVD = 20P•m, W = 16.7 minutes.

The ice accretion (figure 15) is a no-scallop.  The side
view (figure 16) of the ice accretion on the pressure
side of the airfoil shows a feather structure.  The ice
around the attachment line is smooth with a pointed
shape and a whitish color.  This indicates that the ice
accretion is of the rime type.  Figure 17 shows an
overall view of the ice accretion obtained at the
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Bottom removable leading edge.  Figure 18 shows a
front view and a side view of the casting from the ice
accretion on the Bottom leading edge.  The side view
is of the suction side of the airfoil.  The ice in the Top,
Middle and Bottom leading edges show the same
characteristics.

 Icing Condition 4: Complete Scallop Condition
DDDD = 4o, V = 250 mph, T total = 25 oF, LWC = 0.68
g/m 3, MVD = 20 PPPPm, WWWW = 2 minutes

This icing condition was chosen to obtain data for a
complete scallop case at a short ice accretion time.
The only difference between this condition and Icing
Conditions 1 and 5 is in the duration of the ice
accretion time, 2 minutes versus 10 and 22.5
minutes, respectively.  The ice accretion (figure 19)
shows the presence of scallop tips.  The scallop tips
on the suction side are more developed than the
scallop tips on the pressure side.  Figure 20 shows
the ice accretion on the suction side of the airfoil.
The scallop tips with their feather formation can be
observed. Figure 21 shows an overall view of the ice
accretion obtained at the Middle removable leading
edge.  Figure 22 shows a front view and a side view
of the casting from the ice accretion on the Middle
leading edge.  The side view is of the suction side of
the airfoil.

Icing Condition 5: Complete Scallop Condition
DDDD = 4o, V = 250 mph, T total = 25 oF, LWC = 0.68
g/m 3, MVD = 20 PPPPm, WWWW = 22.5 minutes

This ice condition was selected to obtain the ice
accretion for the complete scallop at a long ice
accretion time.  The castings from Icing Conditions 1,
4, and 5 allow studying for the complete scallop case
the effect of the ice accretion time on aerodynamic
performance.  The ice accretion (figure 23) is a
complete scallop similar to the one in Icing Condition
1 in general characteristics and shape, but larger in
size. Figure 24 shows a side view of the ice accretion
on the suction side of the airfoil.  The scallop tips and
their feather structure can be observed.  Figure 25
shows an overall view of the ice accretion obtained at
the Middle removable leading edge.  Figure 26
shows a front view and a side view of the casting
from the ice accretion on the Middle removable
leading edge.  The side view is of the pressure side
of the airfoil.

When this icing condition was run with the airfoil in
the low position, a piece of the ice accretion was
consistently blown off the airfoil.  For this reason the
icing condition was run at a lower velocity (225 mph)
when the airfoil was in the low position.  To maintain

the same mass flux as in the case at 250 mph the
LWC was increased to 0.89 g/m3.  Photographic data
from the ice accretion at 250 mph and the one
obtained at 225 mph per hour indicated that the two
ice accretions are very close in overall
characteristics.  Castings were made of the ice
accretion obtained at 225 mph, 0.89 g/m3, for the
Middle and Bottom leading edges; and at 250 mph,
0.68 g/m3, for the Top leading edge.

Icing Condition 6: Ice Protection Failure
Condition DDDD = 4o, V = 150 mph, T total = 27 oF, LWC
= 0.46 g/m 3, MVD = 20 PPPPm, WWWW = 22.5 minutes

This ice condition was chosen to obtain castings that
will provide performance data for the case of 22.5
minutes ice protection failure.  The condition was
chosen to be within the FAA Federal Aviation
Regulations (FAR) 25 Appendix C.  The ice accretion
(figure 27) shows the presence of scallop tips but
they are not well defined.  They seem to begin away
from the attachment line, but this is not certain
because glaze ice covers the area around the
attachment line and the ice is not transparent enough
to allow a determination about the presence of
feathers around the attachment line area.  A side
view of the ice accretion (figure 28) shows the scallop
tips formed by glaze ice feathers. Figure 29 shows an
overall view of the ice accretion obtained at the Top
removable leading edge.  There is significant
accumulation of ice on the actual tip of the airfoil.
The ice accretion is non-uniform.  The ice accretions
on the Bottom and Middle leading edges show the
same characteristics: not well defined scallop tips,
and glaze ice covering the attachment line area
made of glaze ice.  Figure 30 shows a front view and
a side view of the casting from the ice accretion on
the Top leading edge.  The side view is of the suction
side. The photographic data and the castings show
that there is significant accumulation of ice on the
actual tip of the airfoil.

Summary of Results

An experiment was conducted to obtain castings
from ice accretions formed on a 28o swept GLC-
305 airfoil.  Ice accretions and castings were
obtained for six icing conditions.

Three of the conditions were selected to obtain
complete scallops.  The ice accretions in those
cases showed the typical characteristics of
complete scallops, well-defined scallop tips
beginning at the attachment line and formed by
glaze ice feathers.  Castings were obtained for 2,
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10 and 22.5 minutes and they will allow the study
of ice accretion times on aerodynamic performance
for a complete scallop case.

One condition was run to obtain an incomplete
scallop.  The ice accretion in this case was an
incomplete scallop with scallop tips beginning at a
given distance from the attachment line.

Another condition was run to obtain data for the
case of 22.5 minutes failed ice protection system.
The condition was within the FAR 25 Appendix C.
The ice accretion showed scallop tips that were not
well defined, but it was difficult to determine if it was a
complete or incomplete scallop.

One of the conditions run was a scaled condition
from a 2D case.  The ice accretion obtained was a
rime ice no-scallop condition.

In general ice accumulation was observed at the
actual tip of the airfoil.

The ice accretions obtained showed the same
characteristics as ice accretions of the same type
obtained in previous studies of ice accretion
physics2,3,4 conducted on a NACA 0012.

A total of 18 castings were obtained in the
experiment, with three castings (Top, Middle and
Bottom) for each icing condition. The castings from
the present experiment together with the GLC-305
airfoil will be used to obtain aerodynamic
performance data in the second part of the
experimental investigation to be conducted at the
WSU Beach Wind Tunnel in the spring of 2002.
Once the two parts of the experimental investigation
have been completed, they will constitute the first
step in the development of a database of ice
accretion effects on the aerodynamic performance
of finite swept wings.

Nomenclature

/ Sweep angle, degrees
AOA Angle of attack
dcr Critical distance, millimeters
LWC Cloud liquid water content, g/m3

MAC Mean Aerodynamic Chord
MVD Water droplet median volume diameter,

Pm
Ttotal Total temperature, oF
W# Ice accretion time, minutes
V Velocity, mph
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Icing Condition # Description Angle of

Attack

(degrees)

Velocity

(mph)

Total

Temperature

(oF)

LWC

(g/m3)

MVD

(Pm)

Ice Accretion
Time

(min)

Icing Condition 1 Complete Scallop Condition 4 250 25 0.68 20 10

Icing Condition 2 Incomplete Scallop Condition 4 150 25 0.65 20 10

Icing Condition 3 5XQ#EDVHG#RQ#VFDOHG#&RQGLWLRQ#5
IRU#UXQ#LQ#5'#WDEOH

6 201.3 11.7 0.51 14.5 5.0

Icing Condition 4 &RPSOHWH#6FDOORS#&RQGLWLRQ#VKRUW
LFH#DFFUHWLRQ#WLPH

4 250 25 0.68 20 2

Icing Condition 5 &RPSOHWH#6FDOORS#&RQGLWLRQ#long
ice accretion time

4 250 25 0.68 20 22.5

Icing Condition 6 5518#PLQXWH#IDLOHG#LFH#SURWHFWLRQ
App C

4 150 27 0.46 20 22.5

Table 1.   Selected Icing Conditions

Run Number Description Angle of
Attack

(degrees)

Velocity

(mph)

Total
Temperature

(oF)

LWC

(g/m3)

MVD

(Pm)

Ice Accretion
Time

(min)

071701.01_LE_1_T Complete Scallop Condition 4 250 25 0.68 20 10

071701.02_LE_1_T Complete Scallop Condition 4 250 25 0.68 20 10

071701.03_LE_2_T Incomplete Scallop Condition 4 150 25 0.65 20 10

071701.04_LE_3_T Run based on scaled Condition 2
for run in 2D table

6 201.3 11.7 0.51 14.5 5.0

071701.05_LE_2_T SLD Condition A 4 172.6 25 0.6 70 10

071701.06_LE_2_T Incomplete Scallop Condition 4 150 25 0.65 20 10

071801.01_LE_1_T SLD Condition C 4 172.62 25 1.0 175 22.5

071801.02_LE_1_T 22.5 minute failed ice protection
App C

4 150 27 0.46 20 22.5

071801.03_LE_2_T
Complete Scallop Condition

long ice accretion time
4 250 25 0.68 20 22.5

071801.04_LE_3_T SLD Condition D 4 172.62 30 1.0 175 15

071801.05_LE_3_T Complete Scallop Condition
 short ice accretion time

4 250 25 0.68 20 2

071901.01_LE_1_M
071901.01_LE_1_B

SLD Condition B 4 172.6 25 1.0 175 22.5

071901.02_LE_1_M
071901.02_LE_1_B

22.5 minute failed ice protection
App C

4 150 27 0.46 20 22.5

071901.03_LE_2_M
071901.03_LE_2_B

Complete Scallop Condition
long ice accretion time

4 250 25 0.68 20 22.5

071901.04_LE_2_M
071901.04_LE_2_B

Incomplete Scallop Condition 4 150 25 0.65 20 10

071901.05_LE_3_M
071901.05_LE_3_B

Complete Scallop Condition 4 250 25 0.68 20 10

072001.01_LE_1_M
072001.01_LE_1_B

Run based on scaled Condition 2
for run in 2D table

6 201.3 11.7 0.51 14.5 5.0

072001.02_LE_1_M
072001.02_LE_1_B

Run based on scaled Condition 2
for run in 2D table

6 201.3 11.7 0.51 14.5 5.0

072001.03_LE_2_M
072001.03_LE_2_B

Complete Scallop Condition
 short ice accretion time

4 250 25 0.68 20 2

072001.04_LE_3_M
072001.04_LE_3_B

Complete Scallop Condition
long ice accretion time

4 250 25 0.68 20 22.5

072001.05_LE_3_M
072001.05_LE_3_B

Substitute condition to avoid
losing the ice accretion

4 225 25 0.89 20 22.5

Table 2.   Test Matrix with all the runs conducted in the IRT
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Figure 1.   NASA Glenn Icing Research Tunnel, Plan view

Figure 2.   Dimensions and geometry for the GLC-305 airfoil
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Figure 3.  Airfoil in the low position.  Removable
leading edges can be observed

Figure 4. Airfoil in the high position

Figure 5. Leading edge attached to the inside of
the wooden box.

Figure 6. Close-up picture of casting obtained
from the ice accretion shown in figure 23. Run
number 072001.05_LE_3_M, icing conditions:
AOA = 4o, V =225 mph, Ttotal = 25oF, LWC =
0.89g/m3, MVD = 20Pm, W = 22.5min.  Direction
of flow is from bottom to top.

Top removable
leading edge

Bottom removable
leading edge

Middle removable
leading edge
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Figure 7.  Front view of ice accretion on the Top
leading edge.  Ice accretion is a complete
scallop.  Run number 071701.02_LE_1_T, icing
conditions: AOA = 4o, V = 250 mph, Ttotal = 25oF,
LWC = 0.68g/m3, MVD = 20Pm, W = 10min.
Direction of flow is from bottom to top; scale of
ruler is in centimeters, smallest division 1 mm.

Figure 8.  Side view of ice accretion on the
pressure side of the Top leading edge.  Ice
accretion is a complete scallop.  Run number
071701.02_LE_1_T, icing conditions: AOA = 4o,
V = 250 mph, Ttotal = 25oF, LWC = 0.68g/m3, MVD
= 20Pm, W = 10min.  Direction of flow is from
bottom to top; scale of ruler is in centimeters,
smallest division 1 mm.

Figure 9.  Front view of the complete ice
accretion on the Top leading edge. Run
number 071701.02_LE_1_T, icing conditions:
AOA = 4o, V = 250 mph, Ttotal = 25oF, LWC =
0.68g/m3, MVD = 20Pm, W = 10min.  Direction
of flow is from bottom to top; scale of ruler is in
centimeters, smallest division 1 mm.

Figure 10.  Front and side views of casting
from the ice accretion on the Top leading edge.
Run number 071701.02_LE_1_T, icing
conditions: AOA = 4o, V = 250 mph, Ttotal = 25oF,
LWC = 0.68g/m3, MVD = 20Pm, W = 10min.
Direction of flow is from bottom to top; scale of
ruler is in centimeters, smallest division 0.5
centimeters.
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Figure 11.  Front view of ice accretion on the
Bottom leading edge.  Ice accretion is an
incomplete scallop.  Run number
071901.04_LE_2_B, icing conditions: AOA = 4o,
V =150 mph, Ttotal = 25oF, LWC = 0.65g/m3, MVD
= 20Pm, W = 10min.  Direction of flow is from
bottom to top; scale of ruler is in centimeters,
smallest division 1 mm.

Figure 12.  Side view of ice accretion on the
suction side of the Bottom leading edge.  Ice
accretion is an incomplete scallop.  Run number
071901.04_LE_2_B, icing conditions: AOA = 4o,
V =150 mph, Ttotal = 25oF, LWC = 0.65g/m3, MVD
= 20Pm, W = 10min.  Direction of flow is from
bottom to top; scale of ruler is in centimeters,
smallest division 1 mm.

Figure 13.  Front view of the complete ice
accretion on the Bottom leading edge. Run
number 071901.04_LE_2_B, icing conditions:
AOA = 4o, V =150 mph, Ttotal = 25oF, LWC =
0.65g/m3, MVD = 20Pm, W = 10min.  Direction
of flow is from bottom to top; scale of ruler is in
centimeters, smallest division 1 mm.

Figure 14.  Front and side views of casting
from the ice accretion on the Bottom leading
edge. Run number 071901.04_LE_2_B, icing
conditions: AOA = 4o, V =150 mph, Ttotal = 25oF,
LWC = 0.65g/m3, MVD = 20Pm, W = 10min.
Direction of flow is from bottom to top; scale of
ruler is in centimeters, smallest division 0.5
centimeters.
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Figure 15.  Front view of ice accretion on the
Bottom leading edge.  Ice accretion is a no
scallop. Run number 072001.02_LE_1_B, icing
conditions: AOA = 6o, V =201.3 mph, Ttotal =
11.7oF, LWC = 0.51g/m3, MVD =14.5 Pm, W =
5min.  Direction of flow is from bottom to top;
scale of ruler is in centimeters, smallest division
1 mm.

Figure 16.  Side view of ice accretion on the
suction side of the Bottom leading edge.  Ice
accretion is a no scallop. Run number
072001.02_LE_1_B, icing conditions: AOA = 6o,
V =201.3 mph, Ttotal = 11.7oF, LWC = 0.51g/m3,
MVD = 14.5Pm, W = 5min.  Direction of flow is
from bottom to top; scale of ruler is in
centimeters, smallest division 1 mm.

Figure 17.  Front view of the complete ice
accretion on the Bottom leading edge. Run
number 072001.02_LE_1_B, icing conditions:
AOA = 6o, V =201.3 mph, Ttotal = 11.7oF, LWC =
0.51g/m3, MVD = 14.5Pm, W = 5min.  Direction
of flow is from bottom to top; scale of ruler is in
centimeters, smallest division 1 mm.

Figure 18.  Front and side views of casting
from the ice accretion on the Bottom leading
edge. Run number 072001.02_LE_1_B, icing
conditions: AOA = 6o, V =201.3 mph, Ttotal =
11.7oF, LWC = 0.51g/m3, MVD = 14.5Pm, W =
5min.  Direction of flow is from bottom to top;
scale of ruler is in centimeters, smallest
division 0.5 centimeters.
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Figure 19.  Front view of ice accretion on the
Middle leading edge. Run number
072001.03_LE_2_M, icing conditions: AOA = 4o,
V =250 mph, Ttotal = 25oF, LWC = 0.68g/m3, MVD
= 20Pm, W = 2min.  Direction of flow is from
bottom to top; scale of ruler is in centimeters,
smallest division 1 mm.

Figure 20.  Side view of ice accretion on the
suction side of the Middle leading edge. Run
number 072001.03_LE_2_M, icing conditions:
AOA = 4o, V =250 mph, Ttotal = 25oF, LWC =
0.68g/m3, MVD = 20Pm, W = 2min.  Direction of
flow is from bottom to top; scale of ruler is in
centimeters, smallest division 1 mm.

Figure 21.  Front view of the complete ice
accretion on the Middle leading edge. Run
number 072001.03_LE_2_M, icing conditions:
AOA = 4o, V =250 mph, Ttotal = 25oF, LWC =
0.68g/m3, MVD = 20Pm, W = 2min.  Direction of
flow is from bottom to top; scale of ruler is in
centimeters, smallest division 1 mm.

Figure 22.  Front and side views of casting
from the ice accretion on the Middle leading
edge. Run number 072001.03_LE_2_M, icing
conditions: AOA = 4o, V =250 mph, Ttotal = 25oF,
LWC = 0.68g/m3, MVD = 20Pm, W = 2min.
Direction of flow is from bottom to top; scale of
ruler is in centimeters, smallest division 0.5
centimeters.
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Figure 23.  Front view of ice accretion on the
Middle leading edge. Ice accretion is a complete
scallop. Run number 072001.05_LE_3_M, icing
conditions: AOA = 4o, V =225 mph, Ttotal = 25oF,
LWC = 0.89g/m3, MVD = 20Pm, W = 22.5min.
Direction of flow is from bottom to top; scale of
ruler is in centimeters, smallest division 1 mm.

Figure 24.  Side view of ice accretion on the
suction side of the Middle leading edge. Ice
accretion is a complete scallop. Run number
072001.05_LE_3_M, icing conditions: AOA = 4o,
V =225 mph, Ttotal = 25oF, LWC = 0.89 g/m3, MVD
= 20Pm, W = 22.5min.  Direction of flow is from
bottom to top; scale of ruler is in centimeters,
smallest division 1 mm.

Figure 25.  Front view of the complete ice
accretion on the Middle leading edge. Run
number 072001.05_LE_3_M, icing conditions:
AOA = 4o, V =225 mph, Ttotal = 25oF, LWC =
0.89g/m3, MVD = 20Pm, W = 22.5min.  Direction
of flow is from bottom to top; scale of ruler is in
centimeters, smallest division 1 mm.

Figure 26.  Front and side views of casting
from the ice accretion on the Middle leading
edge. Run number 072001.05_LE_3_M, icing
conditions: AOA = 4o, V =225 mph, Ttotal = 25oF,
LWC = 0.89g/m3, MVD = 20Pm, W = 22.5min.
Direction of flow is from bottom to top; scale of
ruler is in centimeters, smallest division 0.5
centimeters.
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Figure 27.  Front view of ice accretion on the
Top leading edge. Run number
071801.02_LE_1_T, icing conditions: AOA = 4o,
V =150 mph, Ttotal = 27oF, LWC = 0.46g/m3, MVD
= 20Pm, W = 22.5min.  Direction of flow is from
bottom to top; scale of ruler is in centimeters,
smallest division 1 mm.

Figure 28.  Side view of ice accretion on the
pressure side of the Top leading edge. Run
number 071801.02_LE_1_T, icing conditions:
AOA = 4o, V =150 mph, Ttotal = 27oF, LWC =
0.46g/m3, MVD = 20Pm, W = 22.5min.  Direction
of flow is from bottom to top; scale of ruler is in
centimeters, smallest division 1 mm.

Figure 29.  Front view of the complete ice
accretion on the Top leading edge. Run
number 071801.02_LE_1_T, icing conditions:
AOA = 4o, V =150 mph, Ttotal = 27oF, LWC =
0.46g/m3, MVD = 20Pm, W = 22.5min.  Direction
of flow is from bottom to top; scale of ruler is in
centimeters, smallest division 1 mm.

Figure 30.  Front and side views of casting
from the ice accretion on the Top leading edge.
Run number 071801.02_LE_1_T, icing
conditions: AOA = 4o, V =150 mph, Ttotal = 27oF,
LWC = 0.46g/m3, MVD = 20Pm, W = 22.5min.
Direction of flow is from bottom to top; scale of
ruler is in centimeters, smallest division 0.5
centimeters.
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